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Abstract
State-of-the-art Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are typ-
ically too cumbersome to be practically useful in portable
electronic devices. As such, several works pursue model
compression that seeks to drastically reduce computational
memory footprints, FLOPS and memory for storage. Many
of these works achieve unstructured compression, where the
compressed models are not directly useful since dedicated
hardware and specialized algorithms are required for stor-
age of sparse weights and fast sparse matrix-vector multi-
plication respectively. In this paper, we propose structured
compression of large DNNs using debiased elastic group
LASSO (DEGL), which is motivated by different interesting
characteristics of the individual components. That is, where
group LASSO penalty enforces structured sparsity, l2-norm
penalty promotes features grouping, and debiasing disen-
tangles sparsity and shrinkage effects of group LASSO. We
perform extensive experiments by applying DEGL to dif-
ferent DNN architectures including LeNet, VGG, AlexNet
and ResNet on MNIST, CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and Ima-
geNet datasets. Furthermore, we validate the effectiveness
of our proposal on domain adaptation using Oxford-102
flower species and Food-5K datasets. Results show that
DEGL can compress DNNs by several folds with small or
no loss of performance. Particularly, DEGL outperforms
conventional group LASSO and several other state-of-the-
art methods that perform structured compression.
1. Introduction
Computer vision tasks benefit from the success of DNNs,
as several interesting results have been reported for differ-
ent tasks [12, 25, 22]. Importantly, exceptional results on
challenging datasets have been obtained using large DNN
models [28, 14]. On one hand, there seems to be a positive
correlation between model size and performance for many
tasks [41, 23]; many works posit that large models allow
the expoloration of extensive solution configurations, and
thus reduces the possibly of getting stuck in poor local min-
ima. On the other hand, these high-performance models are
usually too cumbersome1 for deployment in real-life appli-
cations. A solution to the aforementioned problems of large
DNNs is to train from scratch smaller models with accept-
able computational memory footprint, FLOPS and memory
for storage. However, such small models typically incur no-
ticeable generalization loss in comparison to large models.
Consequently, model compression [29, 5] seeks to address
the problems associated with cumbersome models, but in-
cur minimal or even no performance loss in comparison to
the reference large models.
Model compression results can be classified as unstruc-
tured or structured. In unstructured compression [32], the
outcome is implicitly compressed, but the overall architec-
ture of the compressed model is the same as the original (or
reference) large model. Consequently, the aforementioned
benefits of compression are not directly obtainable; dedi-
cated hardware to store model weights with unstructured
sparsity are required to realize a reduction in memory size,
specialized algorithms are required for fast matrix-vector
multiplications to realize a reduction in computational foot-
print and faster inference in comparison to the original large
model [18]. In contrast, structured compression [44, 1]
leads to an explicitly smaller model that requires no ad-hoc
algorithms or specialized hardware for operation.
Model compression works [32, 18] have directly taken
inspiration from sparse signal processing [46, 33]. The con-
vergence and transferability of key concepts in signal pro-
cessing to neural networks (NNs) is not surprising, since
one can consider NNs as directed graphs with information
flowing through them. Several works [18, 27] on unstruc-
tured and structured model compression have relied on en-
forcing some form of sparsity in model parameters by incor-
porating various penalty terms in the model’s cost function.
1The term ‘cumbersome’is used to refer to the computer memory size
and computational footprint
1
Depending on the specific characteristics of the penalty
term used, different forms of sparsity can be achieved for
model parameters. It is noteworthy that these sparsity-
enforcing penalty terms that are now used for model com-
pression are essentially not new; they have existed in classi-
cal signal processing for several years [33, 24]. Very good
results have been reported using such penalty terms for
compressing DNNs, and thus their characteristics deserve
to be investigated even further for improved results. For en-
forcing unstructured and structured sparsity, LASSO [33]
and group LASSO [39] penalties, respectively, have been
reported to yield interesting results. Motivated by the afor-
mentioned drawbacks of unstructured model compression,
we focus in this paper on structured model compression
based on group LASSO.
We start by examining the drawbacks of group LASSO
(which simply reduces to LASSO in the case where each
group is considered as one feature [10]) in the context of
model compression. First is the problem of LASSO satu-
ration [46, 4] that occurs when the number of model pa-
rameters is considerably larger than the number of training
data points; here, the number of features that LASSO se-
lects is at most the number of training data points. This
poses a huge limitation for application in DNNs where it
is customary that the number of model parameters are ex-
ponentially higher than available training data points. Sec-
ond is that group LASSO does not work well with corre-
lated features [46]; the work [40] discusses the problems of
ordinary least squares (OLS), LASSO and group LASSO
with correlated variables. If, for instance, sets of features
form groups, LASSO ‘randomly’ selects one set from each
group, and discards the rest [34, 37, 42]. Interestingly, fea-
tures correlation (especially among hidden units or convo-
lution filters) is highly prevalent in DNNs [13, 2]. Third
is that group LASSO simultaneously enforces both fea-
ture selection (which is desirable for model compression)
and feature shrinkage (which is not so desirable) [46]; as
such, model compression (via features selection) is entan-
gled with model regularization (via feature shrinkage). Ob-
viosuly, this is a concern since our actual interest lies in
feature selection which characterizes truly important fea-
tures (identified by non-zero valued weights), as other fea-
tures (with zero valued weights) can be discarded without
hurting model performance. In fact, the shrinkage effect of
group LASSO can be so impactful such that it causes mod-
els to underfit training data [42].
We propose in this paper a new approach for the applica-
tion of group LASSO to compressing DNNs. Our proposal
is aimed at tackling the aforementioned problems encoun-
tered with group LASSO. The overall framework of the pro-
posed compression method is shown in Figure 1. Namely,
the contributions in this paper can be summarized as fol-
lows:
1. Compression of DNNs using l2-norm penalty and
group LASSO, where group LASSO enforces group
sparsity of parameters, and l2-norm promotes group-
ing and selection stability of correlated features.
2. Model debiasing after pruning by eliminating group
LASSO prior to the retraining phase. This simple step
disentangles the interwoven impact of feature selection
and shrinkage, and thus ameliorate interpretability.
3. Experimental validation on various DNN architectures
using six benchmarking datasets. Improved results
over conventional group LASSO and several state-of-
the-art approaches are reported.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
related works are discussed. Section 3 presents as back-
ground conventional group LASSO and subsequntly the
problem statement. Section 4 describes the proposed ap-
proach that addresses the problems highlighted in Section
3. Section 5 contains experimental results and discussions.
The paper is concluded in Section 6.
2. Related work
High performance DNNs are typically cumbersome such
that their applications in real-life are limited. Consequently,
several works [15, 8] have proposed different ways of com-
pressing such models into small ones with little loss of gen-
eralization performance.
In [38], neuron importance score was defined for as-
sessing the impact of hidden neurons in trained models;
the score takes into account the reconstruction of impor-
tant responses in the layer before the classification layer. It
is argued that global pruning methods yield better results
as opposed to pruning methods that take into account only
adjoining layers. Soft filter pruning was proposed in [7],
where pruning is performed dynamically. During training,
previously pruned filters can be included again and partici-
pate in learning if it becomes necessary.
Sparse convolutional neural network was proposed that
in [18]. This work employed sparsity-inducing contraints to
impose sparsity in model parameters during training. The
original model is trimmed after training using some defined
thresholds to determine inconsequential weights. Unfor-
tunately, the compression is unstructured, and thus the re-
ported results, despite being good, are not directly usable as
discussed earlier. Since the sparsity realized was implicit,
additional work was done to leverage reduced memory for
storage and fast inference using a specialized sparse-dense
matrix multiplication algorithm. In [35], group LASSO is
used for learning structured sparsity in DNNs; interesting
results are reported given that they directly achieve model
speedup during inference without recourse to custom algo-
rithms. In a similar work [27], sparse group sparsity was
proposed. The idea is similar in spirit with [18]; that is,
imposing unstructured sparsity among model parameters.
Again, the overall result leads to unstructured sparsity and
therefore suffers the aforementioned drawbacks. In [6], l2-
norm penalty was used to enforce model parameters to have
small values. Although good results were achieved, the
sparsity of resuting models were unstructured. In another
work [9], LASSO penalty is used for channel selection and
then subsequent pruning. The work reported compact mod-
els with reduced model size and accelerated inference; this
was achieved with minimal loss of generalization perfor-
mance.
3. Background and problem statement
This section discusses the background and problem state-
ment of this paper, which is based on the simple premise
that the application of conventional group LASSO can be
sub-optimal for the purpose of compressing DNNs.
3.1. Background
Consider the cost function, J(W ), for a DNN parame-
terized by W ; where W = {W1,W2, ...,Wl, ..,WL}, and
Wl is the weight matrix at layer l; and L is the total number
of weight layers in the DNN. For instance, say J(W ) is the
Mean Squared Error (MSE) given as
J(W ) = argmin
W
1
2N
‖ yd − yo ‖2, (1)
such that
yo = f(x;W ), (2)
where x is the input data; f is the mapping function defined
by the DNN; yd and yo are the desired and computed out-
put vectors, respectively; and N is the number of training
data points. Given that the group of features at layer l is
denoted W gl and there are G groups, the new cost for the
DNN with group LASSO, Jgl(W ), can then be written as
Jgl(W ) = argmin
W
J(W ), s.t.
‖Wl ‖2 =
G∑
g=1
‖W gl ‖2 ≤ c : ∀ 1 ≤ l ≤ L.
 (3)
Note that each convolution filter or all the weights of a hid-
den unit are taken as a group; that is, g. In Langragian form,
(3) can be written explicitly as
Jgl(W ) = argmin
W
{
J(W ) + γ
G∑
g=1
L∑
l=1
‖W gl ‖2
}
, (4)
where the relationship between γ and c is such that γ ∝ 1/c.
3.2. Problem statement
We herein discuss the problems that can impact the ap-
plication of group LASSO to the task of DNN compression.
3.2.1 Saturation
For problems where the total number of model parame-
ters, θt, is considerably larger than the number of training
samples, N , LASSO does not select more than N features
prior to saturation [46, 4]. This can severely impact the
expressiveness of the resulting compact model. A formal
treatment and proof of this scenario can be found in [26].
Interestingly, the case θt  N is extremely prevalent in
DNNs, and thus deserves to be addressed when LASSO is
employed for enforcing parameters sparsity.
3.2.2 Correlated features and grouping
It has been shown that for correlated features, LASSO sim-
ply randomly selects a feature from the group and dis-
cards the rest [46]. This ultimately results in instability of
feature selection over different training runs. Coinceden-
tally, DNNs are popular for learning highly correlated fea-
tures [13, 2]. As such, for model compression techniques
that employ LASSO, features selection instability is a con-
cern in view of model interpretability.
3.2.3 Entangled feature selection and shrinkage
An examination of LASSO penalty in [46, 33] reveals that
LASSO performs both feature selection and shrinkage. This
combined impact could be interesting for specific applica-
tions where alleviating model overfitting is the main ob-
jective; thus, being unable to identify their individual im-
pact is of no concern. However, in model compression, our
main goal is feature selection to facilitate interpretability
and therefore compactness. As such, it becomes important
to disentangle feature selection and shrinkage when LASSO
is employed for model compression. Additionaly, LASSO
shrinkage effect can over-penalize model parameters so that
model underfits [42].
4. Proposed approach
We present in Figure 1 the proposed approach that addresses
the challenges discussed in Section 3.2. The objective is to
obtain compact DNNs by employing a more interesting pe-
nalized cost function than the conventional group LASSO.
4.1. Debiased Elastic Group LASSO (DEGL)
We propose Debiased Elastic Group LASSO (DEGL)
that aims to separate model selection via elastic group
LASSO (EGL) from model estimation via ridge regression.
4.1.1 Elastic group LASSO
Motivated by the success of elastic net [46], the problems of
LASSO saturation and erratic selection for correlated fea-
tures discussed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 are addressed in
Figure 1: Overall framework for the proposed approach in Section 4. Top left: DNN is trained using the proposed elastic group LASSO cost
function, Jegl(W ), in Section 4.1.1. Top right: the non-selected filters after training translate to the black convolution channels. Bottom right:
Non-selected filters are pruned, as in Section 4.1.2. Bottom left: Pruned model is retrained without group LASSO, as in Section 4.1.3
this paper by incorporating l2-norm penalty into the group
LASSO cost given in (5). The Elastic group LASSO (EGL)
cost function that is proposed to enforce group sparsity, pro-
mote features grouping and alleviate selection instability is
Jegl(W ) = argmin
W
J(W ), s.t.
‖Wl ‖2 =
G∑
g=1
‖W gl ‖2 ≤ c1 : ∀ 1 ≤ l ≤ L,
‖Wl ‖22 ≤ c2 : ∀ 1 ≤ l ≤ L.

(5)
Again, in Langragian form, (5) can be combined and written
explicitly as
Jegl(W ) = argmin
W
{
J(W )+γg
G∑
g=1
L∑
l=1
‖W gl ‖2+λ
L∑
l=1
‖Wl ‖22
}
,
(6)
where γg addresses over-penalization of small feature
groups by taking into account the length of each group, ρg ,
for any given γ as in
γg = γ
√
ρg. (7)
4.1.2 Pruning unimportant filters
Given a specific filter m out of M filters in layer l denoted
Wml , we determine its importance by computing the maxi-
mum value of its individual absolute weight values, wmkl as
in
max(Wml ) = max{| wmkl |}Kk=1, (8)
where k indexes the individual weights in filter Wml . The
set of unimportant filters in layer l that least contribute
to model performance is denoted W pl . Given the pruning
threshold tth, W
p
l is initialized as an empty set, and then
populated from Wl using the condition
max(Wml ) < tth : ∀ 1 ≤ m ≤M. (9)
Hence, W pl ⊆ Wl, and the set of remaining filters after
pruning layer l is denoted W rl = W\W pl . Similar proce-
dure can be repeated for all weight layers so that the overall
resulting trimmed model is now parameterized by W r as in
W r = {W r1 , ...,W rl , ...,W rL}.
4.1.3 Debiasing elastic group LASSO
To tackle the problem of entangled feature selection and
shrinkage discussed in Section 3.2.3, we completely elimi-
nate group LASSO from the cost function given in (10) by
setting γ = 0, and retraining the trimmed model now using
the cost function, Jdegl(Wr), given as
Jdegl(Wr) = argmin
Wr
{
J(Wr) + λrt
L∑
l=1
‖W rl ‖22
}
, (10)
where λrt denotes the new l2-norm penalty weight for re-
training; and λrt = sλ : 0 < s ≤ 1, since Wr ⊆ W ; s is
chosen considering the size of W r. The new cost in (10) is
similar in spirit to LARS-OLS [4] and relaxed LASSO [20].
5. Evaluation metrics
The different metrics used for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the proposed approach are discussed as follows.
5.1. Model parameters
We consider a DNN with L weight layers, out of
which Lcnv are convolution layers. Given a convolu-
tion weight layer Wl ∈ Rfwl ×fhl ×cnl−1×cnl that receives
an input Hl−1 ∈ Rbs×cwl−1×chl−1×cnl−1 and output Hl ∈
Rbs×cwl ×chl ×cnl , where wfl , h
f
l , c
n
l−1, c
n
l are the filter width,
filter height, number of input feature channels and output
feature channels, respectively; bs, cwl−1, c
h
l−1 are the batch
size, incoming feature channel width and height, respec-
tively. The number of parameters in a convolution layer l,
θcnvl , can be obtained using
θcnvl = f
w
l f
h
l c
n
l−1c
n
l . (11)
For a fully connected layer l, the hyperparameters fwl , f
h
l ,
cwl−1, c
h
l−1, c
n
l−1, c
w
l , c
h
l , c
n
l can all be set to 1, so that the
number of parameters, θfcl , is given as
θfcl = c
n
l−1c
n
l . (12)
Hence, the total number of model parameters, θt, is
θt =
Lcnv∑
l=1
θcnvl +
L−Lcnv∑
l=1
θfcl . (13)
5.2. Float point operations per second (FLOPS)
Required Float point operations per second (FLOPS)
is a very useful criterion for assessing how fast a model
runs. The number of FLOPS for a convolution layer l,
FLOPSlcnv , can be obtained using
FLOPScnvl = bsf
w
l f
h
l c
n
l−1c
w
l c
h
l c
n
l . (14)
Similarly, the number of FLOPS for a fully connected layer
l, referred to as FLOPSfcl , can be computed as
FLOPSfcl = bsc
n
l−1c
n
l . (15)
Thus, the total number of FLOPS for the model, FLOPSt,
is given as
FLOPSt =
Lcnv∑
l=1
FLOPScnvl +
L−Lcnv∑
l=1
FLOPSfcl . (16)
5.3. Computational memory footprint (CMF)
Computational memory footprints (CMF s) of compres-
sion results are quite critical, as it describes the memory
required to hold model parameters and units’ activations;
small CMF s are generally desirable. At a given layer l, the
CMF for a convolution layer and a fully connected layer
can be computed as CMF cnvl and CMF
fc
l , respectively,
CMF cnvl = (Q/8)(θ
cnv
l + bsc
w
l c
h
l c
n
l ), (17)
and
CMF fcl = (Q/8)(θ
fc
l + bsc
n
l ), (18)
where Q is the number of bits of precision as in ‘floatQ ’.
The total CMF for the model, CMF t, is
CMFt =
Lcnv∑
l=1
CMF cnvl +
L−Lcnv∑
l=1
CMF fcl . (19)
5.4. Model memory size (MMS)
The compression results are also evaluated in view of the
required memory storage, since one of the critical objec-
tives of model compression is to obtain models that require
considerably less memory for storage. MMS is reported in
megabytes (MB) or kilobytes (KB) in this paper.
6. Experiments
6.1. Main experiments
We perform extensive experiments using six benchmark-
ing datasets. The results of our proposed DEGL are com-
pared to conventional group LASSO and several state-of-
the-art methods. Note that no comparison is made with l2-
norm penalty and LASSO since they do not on their own
yield structured sparsity for compression.
We train the different models in this paper using mini-
batch gradient descent; batch size for all experiments is
chosen in the range 256-512. The initial learning rate, lr
for all experiments are chosen in the range 0.001 to 0.1; lr
is reduced by a factor of 0.1 during training whenever the
training loss fails to improve for 5 epochs. Different suit-
able values for γ and λ in (10) are used to enforce the de-
sired sparsity levels and grouping effects respectively in the
models. For pruning, different values of tth (as in (9)) are
used to obtain different levels of compression; larger values
for tth translate to more compact models. Note that DEGL
and group LASSO are both retrained after pruning. For all
results, ‘Error ↑ ’, ‘FLOPS ↓ ’ and ‘Param. ↓ ’ denote er-
ror rate increase, FLOP percentage decrease and Parameters
percentage decrease, respectively. Error ↑ is calculated as in
Error ↑ = Errorac − Errorbc, (20)
where Errorac and Errorbc are the error rates after and be-
fore compression, respectively. Thus, a negative value for
‘Error ↑ ’ actually shows a decrease in error rate after com-
pression. The evaluated metrics for the reference (i.e. un-
compressed) models are appended at the end of each table.
6.2. Ablation studies
As ablation studies, we observe the performance loss of
elastic group LASSO without model debaising. That is, af-
ter pruning, we employ the same cost objective in (6) for
model retraining. Results of these experiments from Elas-
tic group LASSO without the debiasing step are denoted
(EGL), and are given along side DEGL and group LASSO
for all experiments. In addition, the impact of pruning
threshold values and group LASSO penalty weight hyper-
parameter, γ in (6) & (7), on model performance loss are
studied; see supplemtary material for results, including the
training times for DEGL, group LASSO and EGL.
6.3. Results
6.3.1 LeNet-5 on MNIST
The MNIST2 dataset contains 60K training and 10K test-
ing samples, respectively. LeNet-5 [6] is a DNN with
two convolution layers and three fully connected weight
layers including the softmax layer; it has 431K param-
eters. LeNet-5 is trained for 100 epochs with γ =
2http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
Models Error ↑ FLOPS ↓ Param. ↓
LTPWC [6] -0.03% 83.7% 91.7%
AFP [3] -0.06% 93.3% 93.0%
TSN [32] 0.01% – 95.8%
LiM [43] 0.08% – 98.4%
Group-LASSO [3] 0.00% 87.0% 86.4%
Group-LASSO [3] 0.20% 93.7% 93.4%
EGL 0.05% 96.1% 94.1%
EGL 0.14% 98.5% 98.4%
Ours: DEGL1 -0.10% 96.1% 94.1%
Ours: DEGL2 -0.03% 96.9% 95.3%
Ours: DEGL3 -0.15% 97.9% 96.9%
Ours: DEGL4 -0.07% 98.3% 97.5%
Ours: DEGL5 0.01% 98.5% 98.4%
Reference LeNet-5: Error = 0.80%, Param. = 431K, FLOPS = 4.6M
Table 1: LeNet-5 compression results on MNIST dataset
Figure 2: LeNet-5 CMF and MMS results on MNIST
Models Error ↑ FLOPS ↓ Param. ↓
AFP [3] 0.38% 81.4% –
AFP [3] 0.31% 79.6% –
Pruning [16] -0.15% 34.2% 64.0%
L2PF [11] 1.90% 64.5% 86.5%
Group-LASSO 0.08% 86.9% 87.8%
Group-LASSO 0.23% 88.1% 90.0%
EGL 0.03% 87.0% 88.0%
EGL 0.31% 88.1% 90.0%
Ours: DEGL1 -0.30% 85.6% 86.7%
Ours: DEGL2 -0.30% 87.0% 88.0%
Ours: DEGL3 -0.18% 88.1% 90.0%
Reference VGG-16: Error = 6.75%, Param. = 15M, FLOPS = 313M
Table 2: VGG-16 compression results on CIFAR-10 dataset
5 × 10−3 and λ = 10−4. Table 1 shows the com-
pression results of LetNet-5, and comparison with state-
the-of-art methods. DEGL1, DEGL2, DEGL3, DEGL4,
DEGL5 are obtained by setting the pruning threshold val-
ues, tth : 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2 and 2.5×10−2, respec-
tively. Figure 2 shows the CMF and MMS of compressed
models using DEGL. For example, DEGL5 with 98.4% pa-
rameters pruned reduces CMF from 57MB to 27.58MB and
MMS from 2180KB to 52KB, while achieving an impres-
sive error of 0.73%. It is seen that EGL performs better than
group-LASSO, but worse than DEGL.
6.3.2 VGG-16 and ResNet-56 on CIFAR-10
CIFAR-103 dataset contains 50K training and 10K testing
images, respectively; there are 10 different classes. VGG-
16 [3] model has 15M parametres that consist of 13 convo-
lution layers and 2 fully connected weight layers. We apply
DEGL to VGG-16 for 300 epochs using γ = 1 × 10−5
3https://www.cs.toronto.edu/ kriz/cifar.html
Figure 3: VGG-16 CMF and MMS results on CIFAR-10
Figure 4: DEGL2 compression results for VGG-16 on CIFAR-10
Models Error ↑ FLOPS ↓ Param. ↓
Pruning [16] -0.02% 27.6% 13.7%
NISP [38] 0.03% 43.6% 42.6%
CNN-FCF [17] -0.24% 42.78% 43.1%
KSE [23] 0.15% 60% 57.6%
Group-LASSO 0.03% 37.9% 44.3%
Group-LASSO 0.24% 47.1% 59.4%
EGL 0.05% 47.8% 44.7%
EGL 0.48% 53.4% 60.0%
Ours: DEGL1 -0.37% 38.2% 31.8%
Ours: DEGL2 -0.31% 47.8% 44.7%
Ours: DEGL3 0.09% 53.4% 60.0%
Reference ResNet-56: Error = 6.96%, Param. = 0.85M, FLOPS = 125M
Table 3: ResNet-56 compression results on CIFAR-10 dataset
Figure 5: ResNet-56 CMF and MMS results on CIFAR-10
and λ = 10−6. Compression results are given in Table 2,
where DEGL1, DEGL2 and DEGL3 are obtained by setting
tth : 10
−4, 10−3, and 10−2, respectively. Figure 3 shows
the CMFs and MMMs for DEGL1, DEGL2 and DEGL3
in Table 2. For example, DEGL3 with 90.0% parameters
pruned reduces CMF from 1.12GB to 0.81GB, and MMS
from 59MB to 6MB, while even improving generalization.
Figure 4 shows the number of current and pruned filters (or
units) for DEGL2.
Results of DEGL using ResNet-56 on CIFAR-10 is given
in Table 3, where DEGL1, DEGL2 and DEGL3 are ob-
tained using the same tth values as in VGG-16. We partic-
Models Error ↑ FLOPS ↓ Param. ↓
Group-LASSO 0.07% 84.0% 83.3%
Group-LASSO 0.11% 84.2% 85.6%
EGL 0.06% 84.5% 84.0%
EGL 0.14% 84.7% 86.0%
Ours: DEGL1 -0.01% 81.7% 82.0%
Ours: DEGL2 0.00% 84.5% 84.0%
Ours: DEGL3 0.03% 84.7% 86.0%
Reference VGG-16: Error = 27.41%, Param. = 15M, FLOPS = 313M
Table 4: VGG-16 compression results on CIFAR-100 dataset
Figure 6: VGG-16 CMF and MMS results on CIFAR-100
ularly observe that DEGL outperforms conventional group
LASSO for ResNet architectures, where skip connections
can increase features correlations among different layers,
and therefore conventional group LASSO is struggle with
consistent feature selection; see Section 3.2.2 for details.
Figure 5 shows how pruning impacts CMF and MMS for
models reported in Table 3. Importantly, for both VGG-
16 and ResNet-56, DEGL outperforms both group-LASSO
and EGL.
6.3.3 VGG-16 and ResNet-56 on CIFAR-100
CIFAR-1003 dataset contains 50K training and 10K testing
samples, respectively; the dataset composes 100 different
classes. The same VGG-16 architecture used for CIFAR-10
is used for CIFAR-100; the model is trained for 350 epochs
with γ = 1 × 10−5 and λ = 10−4. Table 4 shows pruning
results, where DEGL1, DEGL2 and DEGL3 are obtained
by setting tth : 10−4, 5 × 10−3, and 10−2, respectively.
As CIFAR-100 is a more challenging dataset, and the ef-
fectiveness of DEGL compared to group LASSO and EGL
clearly reflects. The impact of compression on CMF and
MMS is reported in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the current
and pruned filters (or units) for DEGL3.
The compression results for ResNet-56 are given in the sup-
plementary material as Table A1 and Figure A1, along with
discussion in Section A1. ResNet-56 results are similar
to those obtained for VGG-16; that is, DEGL outperforms
both group-LASSO and EGL.
Figure 7: DEGL3 compression results for VGG-16 on CIFAR-100
Models Error ↑ FLOPS ↓ Param. ↓
LiM [43] 0.57% – 76.8%
NISP [38] 0.00% 40.1% 47.1%
DFP [31] 4.08% – 45.8%
Group-LASSO 0.81% 31.4% 53.1%
Group-LASSO 1.37% 44.2% 66.7%
Group-LASSO 2.41% 51.6% 78.5%
EGL 1.10% 40.2% 57.4%
EGL 1.68% 44.4% 67.6%
EGL 2.84% 52.3% 79.3%
Ours: DEGL1 -0.02% 40.2% 57.4%
Ours: DEGL2 0.25% 42.1% 62.0%
Ours: DEGL3 0.31% 44.4% 67.6%
Ours: DEGL4 0.43% 52.3% 79.3%
Reference AlexNet: Error = 41.81%, Param. = 61M, FLOPS = 727M
Table 5: AlexNet compression results on ImageNet dataset
Figure 8: AlexNet CMF and MMS results on ImageNet
6.3.4 AlexNet and ResNet-50 on ImageNet
The ImageNet dataset4 contains about 1.2M training and
50K testing samples, respectively. The dataset has 1000 dif-
ferent categories. AlexNet has 61M parameters that consist
of 5 convolution layers and 3 fully connected weight layers
including the softmax layer. The model is trained for 70
epochs with γ = 5 × 10−6 and λ = 10−4. ResNet-50 has
25.6M parameters, and the same values of γ and λ used for
AlexNet are employed for training. ResNet50 is trained for
90 epochs, since it is much deeper than AlexNet.
The results of using the proposed DEGL for compress-
ing AlexNet are given in Table 5, where DEGL1, DEGL2
and DEGL3 are obtained by setting tth : 10−4, 5 ×
10−3, and 5 × 10−2, respectively; similar values are used
for ResNet experiments. It is seen that based on achieved
error rates, DEGL4 with 67.6% of model parameters pruned
incurs no performance loss, while with group LASSO with
66.7% of model parameters pruned and EGL with 67.6% of
model parameters pruned incur performance loss of 0.17%
4http://image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2012/index
Figure 9: DEGL4 compression results for AlexNet on ImageNet
Models Error ↑ FLOPS ↓ Param. ↓
ThiNet-50 [19] 1.15% 36.8% 33.8%
ThiNet-30 [19] 6.12% 71.5% 66.1%
NIPS [38] 0.89% 44.0% 43.8%
DCP [45] 1.06% 55.6% 51.5%
CNN-FCF [17] 0.47% 46.1% 42.4%
CNN-FCF [17] 2.62% 66.2% 61.0%
KSE [23] 0.84% 78.5% 65.8%
Group-LASSO 1.18% 44.3% 43.5%
Group-LASSO 1.55% 59.2% 54.1%
EGL 1.06% 47.6% 44.4%
EGL 1.79% 59.3% 54.4%
Ours: DEGL1 0.11% 47.6% 44.4%
Ours: DEGL2 0.23% 59.3% 54.4%
Ours: DEGL3 0.52% 79.2% 67.0%
Reference ResNet-50: Error = 24.02%, Param. = 25.06M, FLOPS = 4.1B
Table 6: ResNet-50 compression results on ImageNet dataset
Figure 10: ResNet50 CMF and MMS results on ImageNet
and 0.28%, respectively. It is observed that further com-
pression using group LASSO or EGL leads to larger per-
formance loss. The current CMF and MMS along with the
reductions after compression for the DEGL models (given
in Table 5) are shown in Figure 8. For instance, DEGL4
reduces FLOPS from 727M to 347M, CMF from 2.57GB
to 2.23GB and MMS 238.4MB to 47.5MB, with a test error
increase of only 0.07%. In addition, the current number of
filters or units in the different layers of DEGL2 are reported
in Figure 9.
Compression results for ResNet-50 are given in Table 6.
DEGL2 with 54.4% of model parameters pruned clearly
outperforms group-LASSO with 39.6% of model parame-
ters pruned, EGL with 54.4% of model parameters pruned
and several state-of-the-art methods. Further compression
leads to DEGL3 with 67.0% of model parameter pruned;
DEGL3 is competitive with group-LASSO with 39.6% of
model parameters pruned and EGL with 38.6%. The current
CMF and MMS along with the reductions after compres-
sion for the DEGL models (given in Table 6) are presented
Dataset Models Error ↑ FLOPS ↓ Param. ↓
Group-LASSO 0.93% 36.9% 34.7%
Group-LASSO 1.26% 59.5% 55.2%
EGL 0.89% 44.4% 43.9%
Oxford-102 EGL 1.52% 68.0% 62.9%
Ours: DEGL1 0.01% 44.4% 43.9%
Ours: DEGL2 0.22% 68.0% 62.9%
Group-LASSO 1.18% 39.9% 39.4%
Group-LASSO 2.29% 69.5% 64.6%
EGL 1.35% 42.1% 40.2%
Food-5K EGL 2.62% 69.7% 65.8%
Ours: DEGL1 0.53% 42.1% 40.2%
Ours: DEGL2 1.31% 69.7% 65.8%
Oxford-102 ResNet-50: Error = 3.43%, Param. = 25.06M, FLOPS = 4.1B
Food-5K ResNet-50: Error = 0.50%, Param. = 25.06M, FLOPS = 4.1B
Table 7: ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-50 compression results
in Figure 10.
6.3.5 Model compression for domain adaptation
We consider the effectiveness of our compression method
for domain adaptation using Oxford-102 [21] flower species
datasets and Food-5k [30] datasets, which contain 102 dif-
ferent flower species and food/non-food images, respec-
tively. Oxford-102 flower species dataset has 6149, 1020
and 1020 training, validation and testing samples, respec-
tively; for this dataset, we follow the training and testing
protocols in [36]. Food-5K dataset contains 2500 food im-
ages and 2500 non-food images; the training and testing
protocols in [30] are employed for this dataset. Namely,
we evaluate the original pre-trained and compressed models
for performance loss. Our compression results using pre-
trained ResNet-50 are given in Table 7, where DEGL1 and
DEGL2 are obtained by setting tth : 5×10−3 and 5× 10−4,
respectively. All models are trained using the same hy-
perparameters to support fair comparison. It is seen that
the proposed DEGL models significantly outpeform Group-
LASSO and EGL models. As such, DEGL is well-suited for
domain adaptation tasks.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we address structured compression of deep
neural networks by taking inspiration from sparse signal
processing. Directly motivated by the drawbacks of apply-
ing conventional group LASSO for compressing deep neu-
ral networks (DNNs), we propose ‘debiased elastic group
lasso (DEGL)’ that is applied to several state-of-the-art
DNNs using six benchmarking datasets. Compression re-
sults are evaluated based on the percentage of pruned pa-
rameters, FLOPS, computational memory footprint and
memory for storage. Results of extensive compression ex-
periments show that DEGL performs better than conven-
tional group LASSO and several state-of-the-art methods.
Overall, the results reveal that considerable model compres-
sion can be achieved using DEGL with little performance
loss or even improved generalization.
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Models Error ↑ FLOPS ↓ Param. ↓
Group-LASSO 1.15% 33.0% 20.0%
Group-LASSO 1.60% 37.4% 28.3%
EGL 1.09% 34.0% 21.2%
EGL 1.94% 37.5% 29.4%
Ours: DEGL1 -0.26% 34.0% 21.2%
Ours: DEGL2 0.15% 37.5% 29.4%
Ours: DEGL3 1.21% 46.9% 41.2%
Reference ResNet-56: Error=30.37%, Param.=0.85M, FLOPS=125M
Table A1: ResNet-56 compression results on CIFAR-100 dataset
Figure A1: ResNet-56 CMF and MMS results on CIFAR-100
A1. ResNet-56 on CIFAR-100 dataset
The results of DEGL using ResNet-56 on CIFAR-10 is
given in Table A1, where DEGL1, DEGL2 and DEGL3
are obtained using the same tth values as with VGG-16 on
CIFAR-100 in the main material. We particularly observe
that DEGL outperforms conventional group LASSO for
ResNet architectures, where skip connections can increase
features correlations among different layers, and therefore
conventional group LASSO struggles with inconsistent fea-
ture selection; see Section 3.2.2 for discussion. Figure A1
shows how pruning impacts CMF and MMS for models re-
ported in Table A1.
A2. Additional ablation studies
A2.1. Pruning threshold values and performance
Herein, we perform additional experiments to observe
how pruning threshold values (tth) impacts performance
Figure A2: Pruning threshold values and AlexNet performance loss
on ImageNet dataset
Figure A3: Pruning threshold values and ResNet-50 performance loss
on ImageNet dataset
loss for compressed models, which include the proposed
DEGL, group LASSO and EGL. For this investigation, ex-
periments are carried out on ImageNet using AlexNet and
ResNet-50 models. Figure A2 and Figure A3 show obtained
results including the current number of model parameters
on AlexNet and ResNet-50, respectively; results given are
recorded after pruning and retraining all models. It is seen
that the proposed model compression approach, DEGL,
consistently incurs smaller performance loss as compared to
Figure A4: Group LASSO penalty weight and AlexNet performance
loss
Figure A5: Group LASSO penalty weight and ResNet-50 performance
loss
group-LASSO and EGL. Furthermore, it is noted that EGL
outperforms group LASSO. Also, given a specified prun-
ing threshold value, tth, DEGL results in smaller number
of model parameters than group-LASSO. Overall, it is seen
that the performance losses of all the compression methods
increase with an increase in pruning threshold values, since
the resulting models become progressively smaller.
A2.2. Feature selection regularization hyperparam-
eter and performance
We also observe the impact of group feature selection
hyperparameter, γ, on compression results based on per-
formance loss. Experiments are performed on imageNet
dataset using AlexNet and ResNet-50 models, and results
are shown in Figure A4 and Figure A5, respectively. It
is observed that for small values of γ, EGL outperforms
group-LASSO. However, for both AlexNet and ResNet-50,
the progress increase of γ leads to worse EGL performance
than group-LASSO models. This interesting scenario is di-
rectly attributed to high model bias for EGL when γ ex-
ceeds a certain limit. This follows from the fact, both group
LASSO and l2-norm penalties are used for retraining af-
ter model pruning. Conversely, group-LASSO models use
only the group LASSO penalties for retraining after model
Figure A6: Training time for compression methods on imageNet
Figure A7: First convolution layer filters in AlexNet trained with
DEGL. Filters ‘3’, ‘20’, ‘40’, ‘49’, ‘60’and ‘64’ are selected for prun-
ing
pruning. Importantly, it is seen that for all values of γ for
the compared models on AlexNet and ResNet-50, the pro-
posed DEGL models incur the smallest performance loss.
The good performance of DEGL is attributed to the debias-
ing step after model pruning; the retrained model uses only
the l2-norm penalty.
A2.3. Training time
Figure A6 shows the training times for compression
methods DEGL, group LASSO and EGL on AlexNet and
ResNet-50. Specifically, the times for the completion of one
epcoh for the different models are given; results for each
model are averaged over 3 different runs using a training
batch size of 256; four V100 GPUS running on a work-
station with 128GB of RAM are used. As such, it is seen
that the proposed DEGL for compression does not increase
training time; all the compression approaches compared re-
quire approximately the same training time. The same ob-
servation is made on all the other datasets used in this paper.
A2.4. Visualization of filters selected for pruning
The 96 convolution filters of the first layer of AlexNet
using DEGL are shown in Figure A7. For compression, the
six filters reported are selected for pruning; selected filters
are determined as in Section 4.1.2 in the main manuscript.
